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In Retrospect: Jonathan Swift’s Gulliver’s Travels
Travels into Several Remote Nations of the World was published in London in October 1726, its author “Captain Lemuel Gulliver”. Almost everyone knew, however, that the person truly responsible was Jonathan Swift, Dean of St. Patrick’s Cathedral, Dublin. Swift was Anglo-Irish in parentage, and aged nearly 59: 2017, then, marks 350 years since his birth. His previous works had generated some success (and notoriety), but the Travels garnered universal acclaim “from the cabinet council to the nursery” (as his friend, the writer John Gay, reported). Its popularity as a children’s story continues to this day, and almost everyone knows about the lands of the big people and little people, Brobdingnag and Lilliput. The book is much greater than this, however. Indeed, it continues to be one of the most remarkable encounters between science and the literary imagination. In writing this satirical masterpiece, Swift not only reflected deeply upon the science (or “natural philosophy”) of his day, but also created prescient visions of its future.
One of the most important things about the Travels (often missed by those who know the story only through its film versions or children’s abridgements) is that although Gulliver encounters wondrous things far beyond known experience, they are described in the matter of fact, plain style used by scientists and travel writers of the time. Gulliver insists upon the truthfulness of his farfetched story, and his “scientific” attention to numerical precision and empirical description is crucial to this joke. Like any good natural historian, Gulliver weighs, measures and in some cases brings back to England the exotic specimens he discovers. Moreover, his diminutive size in Brobdingnag allows him to become a kind of human microscope, viewing with his naked eye gigantic lice crawling on his hosts, in a description which imitates Robert Hooke’s ground-breaking book Micrographia (1665). The more shocking moments of scientific investigation in the narrative, however, occur when Gulliver himself becomes an object of curiosity. Brobdingnagian philosophers, for instance, struggle to place him within their established taxonomies, and resort to calling him a “lusus naturae” (“sport of nature”).
Swift stretches Gulliver’s impulse for factuality to breaking point, as we learn about circumstances well outside the bounds of social and literary decorum, including his lavatorial experiences as a giant in the miniature world of Lilliput. At a time when the genre of the novel was still being formed, Swift shows us that its realism can thus be taken too far. Likewise, whilst Swift knew about mathematical proportion when calculating the relative scales of his fictional worlds and their inhabitants, the dimensions don’t always stand up to analysis and must be taken with a willing suspension of disbelief. But in many respects he has astounded readers with his successful applications of theory, or predictions of science and technology. Swift imagines, for instance, that one of his fictional civilizations has discovered Mars’ two moons (which would in reality lie undiscovered for another 150 years) and, by putting Kepler’s third law into practise, predicts their orbits almost exactly!
Book III – the Voyage to Laputa – contains Swift’s most sustained treatment of science. Laputa is a city in the clouds, its officer-astronomers using the power of magnetism to hover above the subordinate province of Balnibarbi, threatening to deprive the inhabitants of the sun and rain, or crush them completely. Unlike Mary Shelley, whose Victor Frankenstein shies away from explaining how he creates life, Swift embraces the scientific treatise as a literary form, with Gulliver describing the aerial propulsion of Laputa in detail, and even incorporating a force diagram which would not have been out of place in the Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society (see Fig.). For some, the flying island’s tyrannical grip offers a powerful warning about the military application of scientific knowledge: “Laputa showed me the possibility of scientific horrors”, wrote Bertrand Russell. But this weapon of mass destruction is also read more specifically as a political allegory of the British mistreatment of Ireland during the early eighteenth century. This imperial oppression was particularly evident during the “Wood’s halfpence affair” of the early 1720s, in which coinage was imposed upon the nation without the Irish parliament’s consent, provoking Swift’s fury in the pamphlets now known as The Drapier’s Letters. Crucially, the Master of the Mint who oversaw the approval of this coinage was none other than Sir Isaac Newton, and the Voyage’s sneering words about scientists’ political ambitions are no doubt partly informed by these circumstances.
The traditional view of Swift as an “anti-scientific” writer must also be tempered by the knowledge that several of his closest friends were natural philosophers and/or mathematicians. These included: his tutor at Trinity College Dublin, St. George Ashe; the physician, satirist and Royal Society member Dr John Arbuthnot, and; the Dublin schoolmaster Thomas Sheridan, who hosted Swift when he was preparing the Travels’ final draft. Swift loved them all, but often remarked upon their absent-mindedness: a trait they shared with the Laputians, physically manifested in each having “one of their Eyes turned inward, and the other directly up to the Zenith”. Swift had also witnessed the mental deterioration of his go-to practical man Joseph Beaumont, attributed to an obsession with calculating longitude at sea (the big scientific problem of the day) and resulting in his suicide around the end of 1726. It is perhaps no wonder then, that Gulliver’s visit to the Academy of Lagado (Balnibarbi’s research institute) is tinged with tragi-comedy as he witnesses experimenters “driven equally on by Hope and Despair”. Their hare-brained schemes include turning excrement back into food, breeding naked sheep, a random text-generating word-frame (see Fig.), and – probably the most famous – extracting sunbeams out of cucumbers. The projects are ostensibly ludicrous for various reasons, including their impracticality, futility, immorality, or danger to life (both human and non-human). Collectively they urge that the utopian claims made of science by some of Swift’s contemporaries should be received with caution. Scholars have identified real-life parallels for nearly all of the experiments and inventions within the Academy, suggesting that Swift was an avid reader of the Royal Society’s Philosophical Transactions, and also well-informed about the goings on at Dublin Philosophical Society. Yet each Lagadan project is far more than its sources, in that Swift conflates “real” experiments with each other, and with the products of his singular imagination. It is to the King of Brobdingnag we must turn for an outright endorsement of scientific research, that “whoever could make two Ears of Corn [grow] where only one grew before; would deserve better of Mankind, and do more essential Service to his Country, than the whole Race of Politicians put together”. Swift is not just distinguishing between the merits of pure and applied science, but also arguing that the kinds of science pursued are the results of political, social and moral choices.
In Book IV, Gulliver meets the Houyhnhnms: horses with the power of speech, and apparently of a higher rationality than the human race. Their land is plagued by the Yahoos, and Gulliver learns the shocking truth that this feral, disgusting species shares, beneath the fur, humanity’s physical form. As a satirical caricature, the Yahoos amplify all of humanity’s worst traits, and through them Swift challenges the anthropocentric view of the world in a way which seems very modern. However, the Yahoos also show us what humanity is not: something which Gulliver fails to recognize. By the end of the story he is back home but traumatized, preferring the inhabitants of his stables to the “English Yahoos” in his own family. A reductive focus on the physical is therefore part of Gulliver’s downfall, and indicates where some of Swift’s suspicion of science comes from. It is testament to Swift’s genius, however, that many of the questions his work raises continue to engage us today.
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